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It’s obvious…

I wouldn’t dispute it. You’re busy. You work
between 8- 16 hours every day to put money
in your plate, make things right, pass an
exam, work on a project…

But each time, you look around the internet
and hear people talk about the importance of
creating your products, you sigh, hearing the
obvious whispers of mother time…

“You’re busy buddy”

“How will you cope?”

“If you get started now in creating your
products, will you ever finish?”

Then, you pat your back and conclude that
maybe the time isn’t right for you.

So, you postpone your product creation for
another year, another week, another month,
until a time where you would be convinced
that you’re free a bit.

But somehow, that time doesn’t seem to
come.

Instead, you got busier.

“Heck, will you ever be permitted by this
relentless time?”

“Will you ever get less work-load?”



These are your thoughts now…

And it didn’t take me long to realized those
are what you’re currently thinking about
because I went through the phase.

In this report, I will expose to you the right
strategies (I will call it SECRETS because not
everyone knows it) I used in creating my first
product while working as pitiful Pathology
and Pharmacology student in medical
college, struggling with barely 2 hours free
time.

Let me tell you a little bit of the back-story
during those time…

Our classes are usually scheduled by 8am or
9am…

There, we’d have lectures till 11am or
thereabout, then we head straight to the
clinic.

The clinic is where the tiring activities start…

We could stand for hours with consultants
and registrars moving from one ward to the
other. Days when we had no class by 8am,
we could stand from 8am to 1pm.

Trust me, I hated every of those moments
because not only will you feel light-headed if
you didn’t eat well, your feet will ache you at
night.



What’s worse?

After a one-hour break, which we barely get.
Sometimes, the clinic proceedings may
exceed to 1:30pm… sometimes, 1:45pm…

By 2pm we ride on to another lecture, which
could end by 4pm or 5pm…

Now, depending on the ward you are in, you
may have to return to clinic by 8pm for
another ward-round, which you’ll leave the
ward by 10pm or 11pm depending on the
consultant….

That’s not all…

You’d also ensure you come to ward the next
day to present your clerking assignment. By
the way, clerking is a way of asking patients
series of questions to identify the cause of
her ailment and narrow a likely diagnosis…

And if you don’t come to class or clinic, you’re
toast!

Attendance-repercussion will smile at you.

Okay, you think that’s all? That’s not. You’d
also get to prepare for exams that hold
almost every 2 weeks.

Very stressful, right? You bet!

And it was during this time, I went all in to
write my book.



How did I do it amidst all these? That’s
exactly what I will be showing you in this
report.

Ready?

Hold on tight because I’m going to ride really
fast.



SECRET #1: It All Starts Up
Here

Did you catch it?

Look up. Oh. Put your fingers up.

Sorry, I mean gently hit the right side of your
head with your right thumb.

Done that? Great. It all starts there.

Oh, not about your brain.

I am not saying you must be born with Albert
Einstein’s gene.

Or Leonardo Da Vinci’s brain…

Or Nicholas Tesla’s imagination….

All I am saying is this…

You must have a proper mindset.

This looks basic. I know you’ve probably
heard it a lot of time. But listen…

If you don’t Set Your Mind properly, it will be
very difficult to smash the obvious excuses
hovering around you.

Fine, it is a reality that…

You work more hours than an average person
your age.



You are engaged with several tasking
activities.

You have many projects that require your
urgent attention and time.

Right?

We are not changing those, we are just
framing those into something different

Try thinking like these:

“Working more hours than normal gives me
the opportunity to do what an average
person wouldn’t do”

“Been engaged with several activities gives
me the opportunity to learn more about time
management, delegation strategies….”

“Working more means I am trying to meet a
goal, say financial goal… What if I leverage on
my ability to create another stream of
income that would pay me passively, thus
reaching my financial goal without me
stressing myself subsequently”



And believe it or not, thinking like this will
make your brain more proactive and you’ll
perform higher.

So instead of saying “I don’t have time”, you’d
say “how can I have more time?”

That was one of the questions I asked myself
then…

I started looking deep at my time-tasking
activities…

I started sketching out ways I could draw out
a free 90 minute time.

And when I was about shooting, I got a
weighty whisper filter through my head…

“You are no expert”

I looked at myself, considered the fact that I
didn’t have a certificate to talk on the
subject…

I didn’t have 15 years experience…

I was no graduate of business, but a gentle
medical student

No MBA…

Trust me, that is exactly what you’d hear
when you are first starting out…

I was almost weighed by that whisper until I
realized that my skillset -copywriting and



sales - had driven a good number of results
for clients…

I have got some proof that shows my work
could help someone…

And that was how I was able to beat their
depressing thought.

Listen buddy.

Your brain will whisper that “you’re no expert”
to you… but before you let it deceive you,
remind yourself that…

I, Ortega the Blessed Son Of Ogomigo,
Anoint You An Expert This Day

What does it take to be an expert?

No! Not 30 years experience….

Not some certifications or so…

Now, all those are good criteria for expert’s
credibilities…

But in my opinion, those are not the
necessary prerequsite to crown you an
expert. What makes you an expert is your
ability to drive in solutions or results.

Take this example…

For 5 years you struggled with GMAT exam.
Each year you tried, you were blown heavily
with failure, until one year…



You decided to input a different strategy and
when the result was out…

You nailed it!

You passed in flying colours

You taught your friends preparing for the
next GMAT exam your strategy…

And wo-hoo! they passed as well.

When folks need to pass GMAT exam, who
will they turn to? You of course!

You are the All-mighty GMAT success coach.
And guess what? You don’t have to be
clothed with the experts cloak to make them
pass as well.

Bottom line: If you know a little above the
next person, to that person, you’re an
expert…

Irrespective of your age…

Irrespective of your boxer size…

Irrespective of your experience….

Irrespective of your education…

Now, that said let’s go to the next secret.



SECRET #2: Take A Look At
Those Goals Again

It’s possible to play a football game without
goal post.

I have. It was all tiring and stressful. We could
dribble, ooze out sweats from our pores. But
after the relentless zig-zagly movement on
the football pitch, we sit on the field panting
like dogs.

Sadly enough, there is nothing to show for
our stress.

This is a typical example of what many
people go through today. They play the
football of life with no goal post, or with no
goal in mind.

Ask anybody who works really hard, burning
the midnight candle, working longer than
usual, skipping meals and vacation, what
their driving point is…

Most will tell you their reason is to meet a
target. When you uncover the supposedly
target, you’ll discover it is to make money,
become financially stress-free, live life on
their own terms.

And…

Sometimes I feel like crying because they
don’t know creating a product could help



them reach that financial target passively
without putting as much work-load.

You see, many teachers are broke, frustrated
and dry because they sell their brain the
wrong way.

Fine, they are passionate. But cease their
daily active hours in school (like Corona Virus
did) many of them will end up become broke,
frustrated and depressed.

Come to think of it pal, isn’t it worth it to
create something that could pay you for life?

Isn’t it worth the time to create something
that could possibly travel the whole world
like JK Rowling’s works?

Isn’t worth the time to make something that
could put money in your bank without you
lifting a pin?

The benefits to creating a product is massive.
It not only pay you passively, but builds your
credibility as an expert.

Now, it will be a shame if with all the
knowledge that you’ve got (that could help
people achieve XYZ goals) prefer to rather
sell your brain like an average teacher.

Fine, you could get good speaking gigs. But
how sustainable is that? Think about that.

Before we ride to the next secret, I want you
to go to your draw table and list everything



you go daily… including your time for
chatting, sleeping, cooking….

Have you done that?

Ehn?

Go do it now…. I will be here waiting for you.

MINE LOOKS A BIT LIKE THIS THEN
Sleep 12am - 5am
Morning devotion/Bath/Cooking: 5-6am
Reading: 6-7am
Eat/Reading: 7-8am
Academics/Clinic/Class: 8am - 1pm
Lunch/Break: 1pm - 2pm
Class/Clinic: 2pm - 5pm
Rest/ Fellowship/ Organization Responsibility
(Monday, Wednesdays, ): 6-8pm
Days when they are no fellowship: Rest/ Read/Go
to the clinic to clerk patients: 6pm - 8pm
Academic Studying/Clinic: 8pm - 10pm
Personal Growth: 10-12pm

As you can see from the above time table,
there is obviously no free time.

So here’s what I did instead. I took each task
and placed the letter A, B, C,D, E to them.

A represents very important (must do)
B represents “nice to do”
C represents “should do”
D represents “delegate”
E represents “elimination”



I focused on my must-do. Set a time to do
and do it with full concentration. Then to task
that are nice to do and should do, I either do
them during some less tasking time or I
delegate or eliminate them.

I set a time to go online, chat, and I started
taking advantage of every free time…

While cooking or walking to class, I listen to
audiobooks. While in class, before lecturer
walks in, I make research about what I would
like to write in my book, et al.

You get the point?

Let’s get to the next secret



SECRET #3: Know What You
Want To Write

It is likely that you have many things you
could talk about because of how
knowledgeable you’re. But it is always best to
start from somewhere by knowing precisely
what you’d like to talk about.

Are you creating a book of 30,000 words? Or
a short report of 3000 words?

Sit at your desk and analyze what you think
you could create that would help people.

Here’s guide if you really can’t tell what you
want to write about.

-First, have an understanding of the results
you want your readers to have.

-Then, go to Google and type keywords
running in the minds of your prospects.

Say, you want to create a product in the
“make-money-online” space.
Your keywords may include: “How to make
money online…..Best tools for online
marketing…. How to sell things online…”

-Filter through the results and see what your
likely readers are conversing about and their
current issues. (Take this special, it will help
you build your contents)



-Go to communities like Facebook, Quora,
Reddit, Nairaland… to search for questions
your likely readers are asking.

-Hop a little more, by putting the key words
in www.answerthepublic.com. Here, you’d
get access to tonnes of likely questions your
prospects are asking.

-Check Youtube…
See the comment sections and get some
points there.

After doing this, ideas will be bubbling
mercilessly in that brainy head of yours, now
look for any book or open your notepad and
jot down as fast as your hands can write…

Don’t worry, it doesn’t have to be in the
orderly pattern.You can always arrange it
later.

Now, just keep writing…

Write down the questions your prospects are
asking,

Write down their need and desires.

Write down some headlines you saw from
Youtube, Facebook and Google.

Now, that’s not all, go on Amazon and search
a book similar to what you would like to
write.

http://www.answerthepublic.com


There and there, with your research, you
would be able to spot some reviews and
market need of your products.

Jot down the names of some books over
there…

Now, you can leave there and go to Google
again…

Now, input the keywords of the book you
want to write….

Something like…

Money making books.

Non-fiction best books.

Fiction books

Business books.

Relationship books..

Investment books

No, I am not saying you should Google each
of what I used there… Google the key words
and if you’re writing a non-fiction book, you
should look up “non-fiction books”

Got that? Great. Now, go the image search
results and start fertilizing your brain with the
ideas.



At this point, you should have gotten a lot of
ideas for your contents and book title.

For the contents ideas, you can also start
assembling at this point….

Then for the likely book titles, check the top
books in your category and you can model
after how they name their books.

This will help you attract readers to your
book from just checking your book title.

Interesting right?

Up next….



SECRET #4: Set A Time To It
And Stick To It

Yeah it can be so easy to be motivated for 15
minutes and after a little while return to the
same old habits.

Because of this many people feel motivation
doesn’t work. Well, will brushing your teeth
one day will enough to prevent decay?

Of course not. You’d need to brush
PROPERLY at least once a day. Likewise,
when it comes to sticking to a commitment,
you’d need to keep yourself motivated
almost every time….

You know why? Because the brain will throw
you several thoughts. It will say…

Why bother?
Why stress yourself?
You’re doing too much already.
Your friends are watching movies, so join
them.

And if you don’t have want to tell it, it will
lure you to give up on this goal.

So, this is what I have discovered if you make
your reasons overwhelming, you’ll steal the
brain of her many questions and she would
support you like a die-hard fan.



Go to your draw table and list the reasons
why you need to stick to this plan… At least 5
reasons…

Because….
Because….
Because….
Because….
Because….

Paste it somewhere you can quickly reach
and see.

One more thing, always tie your decision to
the long term Rewards or long term Regrets
scale.

If I don’t create my product now, what will I
gain and what will I lose?

Short term gain or long term loss?

That said, I really hope you’ve got you
contents ready and got a book title following
the previous secret. If not, go do that now.

Done? I also believe you did the goal
planning of re-arranging your time in secret
#2. Now, you can choose to substitute
something for your book-writing time.

I substituted my personal development time
for my book-creation time and used every
free time, while walking to class or clinic,
doing the dishes to watch some courses,
videos or listen to audio books.



By the way, there are free resources of audio
books on Youtube and you could also pay
monthly to get access to tonnes of
audiobook on Scribd, Audible….

One last thing…

Stick this in between your ears.

Brain Tracy said that when you work, ensure
you work.

This means, when you set time to do this,
ensure you do it. Turn off your Whatsapp and
put social media on exile until you’re done.

Turn off every distraction… and if you feel
you’re likely to engage in that distraction that
get you nowhere, then get an accountability
partner. Someone who could remind you and
ensure you stick to the time. Your true
friends will like to see you succeed, right?



SECRET #5: Make Research
And Keep A Swipe

“I am the only advertising genius I know, that
started out in RESEARCH”

Those are the word of the Father of
advertising, David Oglivy. And that’s
completely true. It’s possible that you know a
lot about your craft, but then you would still
need some research work to aid your work.

Remember at this point, you have got your
contents ready.

Now, check some books talking about
something similar. Watch some videos.
Listen to podcast. See their thoughts. Google
those table of contents you drafted and see
what people are saying about it already. Take
a screenshot of your results and keep it in a
file. Document what you find.

While you go about your day’s activities, keep
an eye on the contents and make some more
research. Just keep loading the files, you’d
need it soon.



SECRET #6: Just Write And
Stop Thinking

Now, it is time to write, Bring your files
around. And take a deep breathe.

Start with the table of contents and let’s start.
Now rub your palms together very fast
because you’re about to write non-stop
within the designated time frame. Go on and
write.

Don’t stop for any second, Just keep writing
what comes to your head. It doesn’t have to
make sense at first.

I know it will be tempting to read your
paragraph again and make correction. Please
don’t (for now). It may make you stuck. The
goal is to get you to finish the race.

I remember hopping from one contents to
another just to ensure I am done with my first
draft.

And yes sometimes you may feel like you’re
having brain block, that means you aren’t
done with your research.

But hey! Don’t hit a halt because of
brain-block. Just keep moving with filler
words like “blah blah blah uhm uhm”

I know it sounds stupid, but it will sure trigger
you another line of reasonable thought. Try it.



Remember the goal is to finish that page,
number of pages, chapters, or book.

And let’s say, you stopped at a page because
of the designated time allowed, don’t return
to correct it your mess all-over the next day.
Keep going with your writing, ride to the
other pages or chapters until you’re done
with the book.

There is positive feedback your brain gets
when you accomplish a task. You get this
feeling of satisfaction and it makes it all
easier.

After doing this, then check the last secret.



SECRET #7: Don’t Beat
Yourself Up. Go Over it. Edit
And Correct

Fine, your first draft has been created, you
don’t want someone to peep through it
because it is really a mess. And you’re not
even proud of it…

Don’t beat yourself to it… All first drafts are
like that.

At this point, you can now start going over it.

Believe me, this is the point where you’d
write more because you’d be flowing with
better ideas.

Delete the filler words and keep editing until
you’re done.

It doesn’t get any complex. And then, when
you’re done, you could give another eye (a
proof-reader) to look at it to identify some
overlooked typo errors.

Here’s one quick tip to also help you…

You don’t have to write a book like a
professor… Just make it conversational like
this and in the language your readers
understand.

You don’t have to write a 30,000 word book
or 45,000 word book…



You just have to write a book that solves the
problem of your prospects, so don’t beat
yourself to it because of the size.

You should tell stories in your book. Stories
make your readers have better experience.

Got that.

Try this and shoot your book. The world is
waiting to receive your product.

See ya amigo!

Ortega Ogomigo.



Hello!
If you want a pro to help you in the launching
process of your book and get many of your
prospects send you money before receiving
your book, send me a mail with the subject
line: “I Want A Pro To Promote My Book” to
tegaogomigo@gmail.com

And one more, if you want to get top experts
to recommend your book for free then click
on the link to read my report on that…

www.ortegaogomigo.com/rers

mailto:tegaogomigo@gmail.com
http://www.ortegaogomigo.com/rers

